The Koala Bushland Coordinated Conservation Area (KBCCA) map

Including Daisy Hill Conservation Park and Venman Bushland National Park

Tracks and trails map

Legend

- Sealed major road
- Sealed minor road
- Management road *
- Access point (walkers only)
- Access point (walkers, horses, bicycles)
- Gate
- Horses prohibited

Shared trails
Walking, mountain biking and horseriding **

- Stringybark circuit 5.7km
- Buhot Creek circuit 9km

Mountain-bike only trails

- Plunkett mallee circuit 2.4km
- Spotted gum circuit 5.2km

Walking and mountain biking only

- Wiry panic trail 1.6km
- Grasstree East trail 860m
- Grasstree West trail 830m
- Nirvana trail 1.9km

Walking tracks ***

- Paperbark trail 450m
- Tree discovery trail 800m
- Venman circuit 7.5km

* Management roads in the KBCCA (except those in Venman Bushland National Park) can be used by walkers, mountain bikers and horseriders.

** Shared trails managed by QPWS are Spotted gum circuit, Stringybark circuit and sections of Buhot Creek circuit.

*** Mountain biking and horseriding are not permitted on walking tracks.
Please consult the key to walking trail classification on the Daisy Hill Conservation Park webpage.
The Koala Bushland Coordinated Conservation Area (KBCCA) map

Suggested mountain-bike loops

1. Frogmouth
   - 14km

2. Boomerang
   - 12.5km

3. Swamp wallaby
   - 21km

Recommended direction of travel

Mountain-bike loops
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